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STRICT CONVEXITY IN LINEAR n-NORMED SPACES
1. Let n be a positive integer, X be a linear space of dimension > n and II',..., '|| be a real-valued function on X n satisfying the following conditions:
(nNi) ||ai,..., a n || = 0 if and only if ai,..., a n are linearly dependent, (nN 2 ) ||ai,.. .,a n || = ||ajj,..., a in || for every permutation (¿i,...,i") of (l,...,n), (nN 3 ) ||aai,a 2 ,.. .,a"|| = |a|||ai,a 2 ,.. .,a n || for any real a, (nN 4 ) ||ai + ai,a 2 ,.. .,a"|| < ||ai,a 2 ,.. .,a n || + ||a' 1 ,a 2 ,.. .,a"||.
II',..-|| is called an n-norm on X and (X, ||-,..., -||) is called a linear nnormed space ([3] ). Since 2||ai,a 2 ,...,a n || > ||ai -cti,a 2 ,.. . ,an|| = 0, the n-norm is not negative. The concept of a linear n-normed space is a generalization of the concepts of a normed linear space (n = 1) and of a linear 2-normed space ( [2] ). For more details on linear n-normed spaces, we refer to [1] and [3] .
For a,b G X, let L({a, b}) denote the subspace of X generated by a,b. Whenever the notation L({a, 6}) is used, a and b are assumed to be linearly independent.
For c 2 ,...,c" G X being linearly independent, let C = {c 2 ,...,c n }. Let X(C) denote the subspace of X generated by C and let Xc be the quotient space X/X(C). For every a £ X, denote the equivalent class of a with respect to Therefore, the function || -||c defined on Xc by ||(a)c||c = ||a, c2,..., c n \\ is independent on the special representative a of (a)c• In this paper, we give new characterizations of strict convexity in linear n-normed spaces in terms of the quotient spaces mentioned above.
2. Now, we derive some elementary ra-norm results: 3. Finally, we give some characterizations of strict convexity in a linear n-normed space (X, ||-,..., -||). 
